
 
Welcomes You 

 

 
To 

The Elusive Big Char 
 This is home to the char capable of becoming the trophy fish 
of your dreams. 

We take advantage of the best fishing times in the evening and at night, 
seeking to hook one of the giant trophy char in the light of the midnight 
sun. 

The evening was almost calm when a silvery red belly flashed in the depth. 
The bite was nearly automatic and my hand held hard around the rod 
handle. The fly-line cut through the water surface while the flexible carbon-
fibre rod worked hard to set this grand char. 

I was back! Last evening an amazingly large char had eluded me. I’d tried all 
my favourite char flies, both on and under the surface. But she wasn’t 
interested. 

So once more I was anchored in my Belly-Boat at the 
proper casting distance from the char’s food route. The 
wind had almost stopped and the caddis flies had risen. 
Soon hordes of them were creeping on the boat. I placed 
the fly a bit to the right of the last breach. After a few 

exciting seconds I saw my fly ignored once again. A new breach ring, a new 
cast – nothing. This char wasn’t going to be fooled that 
easily. How many flies had fluttered down in front of her, 
only to be refused? 

Once more I changed fly and laid the ‘Dragonfly larva’ in 
the direction the char was moving. I started to take it back 
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in long pulls when the hard bite came. I saw a glimpse of 
silver and deep red before the char ran for the deep. I 
hold on hard to the rod handle as the carbon-fibre rod 
bent in narrow circle. The rush was powerful and the 
frequent, lightning attempts to escape tried the 0.14 mm 
tippet to its breaking point when the fly line cut through the water. But the 
immense pressure on my flexible rod began to tire the char out. Bit by bit 
the rushes grew shorter and could finally begin to reel in some of the line. 
Finally I could see a silvery red belly and the white streaks on the fins. My 
little net wasn’t of much help as I tried to land this 6 kilogram lady. 

Then a moment’s admiration and tear of happiness as this giant lady who 
had eluded me for two evenings regained her freedom. I 
sat by the campfire a long time gazing over the mirror 
smooth lake. I had no wish to go home. So I crawled 
under the blanket in the tent cot and fell asleep with the 

fire crackling its spirit and with an aching wrist.                                                                                                                

I was at peace! – Örjan 

- This is home to the char capable of becoming the trophy fish of your 
dreams. 

- This is where you can sit by the campfire and see the breaching 
circles of the giant char spread across the smooth lake surface. 

- This is where you can experience something most char anglers only 
can dream about seeing. 

- This is where you can fall asleep by the cosy light of the campfire 
safe from the bears pad about outside the Lavvu cot. 

- This is where you can find peace for your soul. 
- This is where you challenge me by hooking a larger char than the one 

I tell you about a bow. 

This is a coveted fly fishing water. Catch and Release with a single barbless 
hook. 

We utilize the best fishing time during the evening and late night giving the 
best opportunity to catch one of the giant char under the midnight sun. Our 
tour starts therefore from Hotel Vuollerim inn at 18.00 and return at 10.00 
the day after.  

http://www.laplandvuollerim.se/
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Prices start at: 2 700 SEK/person (10 persons) 

3 400 SEK/person (4 persons). 

The prices include: 

• Fishing guide and licence 
• Break and breakfast 
• Sleeping in a Lavvu tent cot. Bring your own sleeping bag 
• Belly-Boat with flippers. Bring your own wading pants 
• Transport using your own car 

We can arrange the following supplements: 

• Extra overnights at the hotel before and after the fishing tour 
• Extra dinner, lunch or break plus activities 
• Transfer to and from airport or train 
• Sauna and shower 
• Minibus for larger groups 

Guide's fly fishing equipment 

Calm days, I use my 10# or 11# 
Class 6 single-handed rods. "Fast 
action" - windy days, I prefer my 10# 
Class 7 or 8: a single-handed "Super 
fast action" rod. 

I use a floating WF line with a loop braided system, then 
leaders with different sinking rates. Orvis Mirage fluorocarbon tippet material, 
from 0.10 mm to 0.22 mm for the largest flies. 

This is my way to fish, and is only a suggestion of suitable fly fishing 
equipment. 

http://www.laplandvuollerim.se/

